
Things are often more apparent to an observer than to the one involved.  This is especially so when it comes to 

discerning patterns in relationships and behaviour.  Take for instance the patterns involving this father and his two 

children observed through this incident:  

 

The elder daughter, of about 10, was having a ball game with her younger brother of about 6.  The latter lost in the 

game and threw a tantrum at his sister who then retaliated.  The boy wailed.  The father looked up from his reading 

and warned her about being rough.  The girl pouted and walked away.  The younger brother now deprived of 

play, threw the ball at her.  Still sore from her father’s scolding, she barked at him.  Another quarrel broke out.  The 

father was now more annoyed than before.  He raised his voice at her.  She talked back at him this time.  

 

There are cyclical patterns played out in the short episode.  The Perception/ Belief Cycles, Behaviour Cycles and 

Relationship Cycles are apparent to an outsider which the father and the children may not perceive. This is how 

the Perception and Behaviour Cycles look like:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Relationship Cycle between siblings is also obvious: Girl resents brother’s frequent complaints        brings 

resentment into her relationship with him          Boy complains about her to father          Father reacts to boy’s 

complaints by scolding girl            this deepens girl’s resentment towards brother (and the cycle continues)  

 

Perceptions, Beliefs, Behaviour and Relationships are interlinked.  The cycles above show that the father’s beliefs 

and perceptions of his daughter drive his behaviour towards her.  The daughter experiences him in a certain way, 

(as unfair and unreasonable) repeatedly.  He too experiences her as rebellious and uncooperative, repeatedly.  

These repeated experiences  shape the relationship between them.  Their respective perceptions and beliefs then 

get reinforced with repeated similar experiences of the other.  And round and round this goes.  Relationships then 

become shaped into predictable patterns. 

 

As a song in the 60s goes, ‘All my life’s a circle, sunrise and sundown.’  How true!  There are cycles of nature, and 

then there are cycles of our own doing that we get perpetually caught up in.  Though created by people, they are 

usually not  aware of their existence.  Like the cycles of nature, these too have a life of their own.  Whether they 

are vicious ones, where the outcome is undesirable, as in the examples above, or the virtuous cycles, where the 

outcome is positive.  When left on their own, vicious cycles will only spiral downwards and worsen, predictably.  The 

only way to arrest the spiralling down is to break out of them. When we can find the key to breaking out of a 

vicious cycle, we are then nearer to forming and perhaps sustaining a new type of cycle; the virtuous cycle.  Once 

a virtuous cycle takes off, it too has a life of its own.  The outcome keeps looking better. 
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What is it about vicious cycles, whether it is in beliefs, perceptions, behaviour or relationships that we do not enjoy being 

caught up in and yet find ourselves unable to get out of?  The father would have liked the constant sibling bickering to stop.  

The girl would prefer that she is treated differently.  The younger boy would benefit from a more nurturing sibling. Yet the 

pattern repeats itself, worsening at every turn.   

 

Although the father wants a different outcome, he finds himself going round in circles.  Albert Einstein calls this ‘Insanity’.  

‘Insanity’, he says, ‘is doing the same thing over and over again expecting different results’.  Perhaps the father feels that he is 

not strict enough with his daughter.  He is not getting to her, he thinks. So with each new cycle, he does the same.  He scolds 

her.  Only that he gets harsher each time.  

 

How do we explain this ‘insanity?  Surely no one wants this to happen?  Yet it is our human tendency to remain with what we 

are comfortable and familiar with that imprisons us.   Especially so with our beliefs and perceptions.  Where vicious cycles of 

behaviour and relationships exist, unhealthy beliefs and perceptions are at the core and root of them.  Our unhealthy beliefs 

and our perceptions, of self and others, are so entrenched within us that they have become a natural part of us.  Over time, 

we have been deceived into thinking that they are facts.  That is why we do not recognise them as problematic.  These 

cause us to be stuck. In this case, we are talking about the father’s beliefs/perceptions of the situation, of himself and of  his 

daughter.  He is very likely to harbour the belief that the situation is helpless because his daughter is not behaving.  He is likely 

to perceive her as being rebellious and uncooperative.  He believes that if the daughter does not change, he cannot do 

anything to improve the situation.  
 

What if the father makes a shift from the belief that the situation is helpless?  What if he shifts from his fixated perception of the 

daughter as being the problem and the solution? What if the father understands that the initiative to break out of a vicious 

cycle involving children usually lie with the adult?  That because he has the capacity to shift and change his own beliefs and 

perceptions, he can re-order and rearrange?  What if he recognises that a shift in his own beliefs and perceptions can cause 

the others in the vicious cycle to experience him differently and so shift their perceptions and beliefs of themselves and others, 

resulting in changing dynamics in the respective relationships?  What if for a change, the father looks out for his daughter 

doing something different other than being rough and unkind towards her brother?  What if when she does that, he affirms 

her and shows his pleasure of her, to signal to her that that is appropriate, commendable behaviour?  What if he coaches her 

brother to express appreciation to her as a corresponding gesture?  What if the father has that ‘important conversation’ with 

his daughter and son individually?  What if he emphasises to them collectively about mutual respect, about looking out for 

each other?  

 

It may still not change some things.  The playful boy will still annoy his sister.  His sister will still be triggered into reacting to him.  

Even if some things remain, the introduction of new elements into the cycle will surely alter the dynamics accordingly.  At least 

it offers it some chance of moving towards a cycle that looks like this, a virtuous cycle in the making.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Cycles are so much part of our daily lives that we are usually not aware of them.  If we bring this closer to home, we will 

discover that we ourselves, have been caught up with some ‘insanity’ too.  Maybe it is with losing our temper. Perhaps it is 

about a relationship with someone that is spiralling out of control.  Are we repeating ourselves yet hoping for a different 

outcome?  If this is the case, a cycle is almost certainly present.  Try stepping back and taking an objective look at the 

situation.  Try getting help from an objective party.  Try tracking the cycle. Where is the key to breaking out of the cycle?  

What beliefs and perceptions are we stuck with that need challenging and shifting?  Find the key for injecting something 

different.  Is it an important conversation we need to bring about?  Get unstuck from the same-old, same-old.  Give it new life 

and it may be on its way to a new trajectory.  
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